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ONLINE SPANISH CLASSES
Factsheet 2024
Our Online Spanish Classes give students the chance to practice and learn from the
comfort of their own homes. They are tailored to meet the needs and goals of each
student. Students are able to customize both the intensity and the schedule of the
course, as well as the learning outcomes of each lesson. Students with specific
learning goals excel with private lessons as the content can be customized within our
general curriculum.

QUICKFACTS
● 1 to 30 individual lessons per week (minimum purchase is 2 hours total)
● Start date - Any weekday, Monday to Friday
● For complete beginners to advanced students
● Minimum of 1 week and no maximum
● Schedule - Depends on teacher availability
● 1 lesson is 50 minutes

FLEXIBILITY OF LESSONS
The flexibility of hours and schedules of individual lessons is a great benefit to the
program and for those students who want to decide how intensive their program is.
One-to-one lessons can be from just 1 hour per week and up to a super-intensive 30
hours per week. If a student can only study on specific days, they can also request
to have lessons to accommodate their availability, making this option ideal for those
who have other commitments during the day.
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CUSTOMIZED LEARNING
The one-on-one attention from a professor allows the lessons to focus on the student’s
areas of interest. Classes can focus mainly on pronunciation and speaking fluidity or
specific grammar rules that the student finds more difficult. Students can expect to
improve their level of Spanish significantly in a short period of time by concentrating
on the areas of the language that they find most difficult and receiving uninterrupted
personalized attention from the professor.

GREAT FOR PRE OR POST IMMERSION PROGRAM
Online lessons with an Expanish professor is a great way to prepare for an upcoming
trip to Spain. Students can get a jumpstart on their learning and feel better prepared
for arrival with pre-departure lessons. Alternatively, online lessons after an immersion
program is a great way to continue learning and stay connected to your favorite
Spanish teacher.
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